Park Hopping Guidelines for Rental Wheelchairs and ECVs

If you are planning to visit more than one Park, a rental wheelchair or ECV is recommended for Guests with disabilities. These transportation services are available at the following locations:

- International Gateway
- Stroller & Wheelchair Rental Shop to the left of Spaceship Earth
- Guest Relations
- Downtown Disney – Guest Relations

The ECVs and wheelchairs are available for rent on a first-come, first-served basis at the following locations:

- Guest Relations
- Downtown Disney – Guest Relations
- Disney's Hollywood Studios
- Disney's Animal Kingdom

If you are concerned that you do not have the stamina to wait in long lines, this is not a good option for you. All Parks provide an Audio Description feature. For specific information and service options, please contact a host at your location.

**Hearing Disabilities**

- **Audio Description**
  - Guests can request a handheld device at Guest Relations or a Disney's Handheld Device location for directions and assistance:
  - Downtown Disney – Guest Relations
  - Disney's Animal Kingdom
  - Disney's Hollywood Studios

- **Audio Guides**
  - Guests can ask for an Audio Guide at Guest Relations or at the Sports Information Booth near the entrance to ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex.

- **Braille Guides**
  - Guides are available at Guest Relations and require a $25 refundable deposit (must return item on the same day for refund). Not all portions of the attractions may be captioned.

- **Reflective Captioning**
  - Induction loop at specific attractions. Devices are recommended for Guests with mild to moderate hearing loss. Guests should check with a host at the attraction to find out which attractions have Reflection Captioning.

- **Sign Language Interpretation**
  - Utilizes an interpreter who can be found at some shows. The interpretation will be done by sign language.

**Mobility Disabilities**

- **Guests with mobility disabilities may include: wheelchairs, wheelchair accessible bathrooms, bed accessories, golf carts and strollers.**

**Service Animals**

- **Service Animal Restrictions**
  - All service animals must remain with the owner. All service animals must be on-leash. All service animals must have a valid leash and must not cause any disruptions.

- **Auxiliary Entrance Limitations**
  - Auxiliary entrances are not intended to bypass waiting lines. These are intended to offer Guests in wheelchairs or with service animals a more convenient entrance to the attraction.

**Visual Disabilities**

- **Designated “Break” Areas for Service Animals**
  - These areas are provided at Guest Relations and a designated person will accompany the service animal if necessary.

- **Disney's Handheld Device**
  - Guests can ask for a handheld device at Guest Relations or at a Disney's Handheld Device location for directions and assistance. The handheld device is recommended for Guests with mild to moderate hearing loss. Guests should check with a host at the attraction to find out which attractions have Disney's Handheld Device.

- **Miscellaneous**
  - Guests can request a handheld device at Guest Relations or at a Disney's Handheld Device location for directions and assistance. Guests should check with a host at the attraction to find out which attractions have Disney's Handheld Device.
The Land
Attractions
The Tree of Life Adventure. Discover the world of nature on this guided walk-through tour that highlights the natural beauty of the world. Mobility Access: Enter through standard queue.

The Land of Legends
Attractions
Journey into Imagination With Figment. A 3D film that takes you on a magical adventure into the mind of Figment, the Spectrum of the Mind. Mobility Access: Enter through standard queue. Obtain a FASTPASS® or use Stand-By queue. If FASTPASS® is not available, enter through standard queue. For Character Greeting, Dining, Show and Attractions Times, please see a Times Guide.

WORLD SHOWCASE
Attractions

Masculine
Attractions
The Circle of Life. Show that features characters from The Lion King. Mobility Access: Enter through standard queue. Recommended for limited mobility.

Norway
Attractions

Dining
Chefs de France. French cuisine in elegant, formal dining. Mobility Access: Enter through standard queue. Recommended for limited mobility. AED

Mexico
Attractions
Journey Into Imagination With Figment. A 3D film that takes you on a magical adventure into the mind of Figment, the Spectrum of the Mind. Mobility Access: Enter through standard queue. Obtain a FASTPASS® or use Stand-By queue. If FASTPASS® is not available, enter through standard queue. For Character Greeting, Dining, Show and Attractions Times, please see a Times Guide.

Dining
Gran Fiesta Tour Starring The Three Caballeros. Mexican cuisine, wines and beer. Mobility Access: Enter through standard queue. Follow directional signs to designated load area. AED

China
Attractions

Dining
Bistro de Paris. French cuisine in formal dining. Mobility Access: Enter through standard queue. Recommended for limited mobility. AED

Italy
Attractions
The American Adventure. A 25-minute presentation of American history from the time of the first settlements to the present. Mobility Access: Enter through standard queue. Recommended for limited mobility.

Dining
Le Cellier Steakhouse. Canadian steakhouse. Mobility Access: Enter through standard queue. Recommended for limited mobility. AED

Walt Disney World
Attractions
The Seas with Nemo & Friends. Ellen DeGeneres as she goes back to the dinosaur era. Mobility Access: Enter through standard queue.

Attractions
Reflections of Earth. A breathing/journey/resume, colors and light set to a musical score.
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